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Finkernagel & Lück Medienproduktion spices up classical music!
A classical music show on the internet with a difference

The

Location: 21st century version of the
music salon - an open plan kitchen in Berlin.

The

Hostess: effervescent, charming, worldclass musician and member of the renowned
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra - Sarah Willis.

Her Mission: to bring classical music out of
the concert hall into every day life where it
belongs - starting with the kitchen, the heart
of the home. From Bach’s Prelude & Fugue to
Sarah’s Prelude & Food...
And

so Sarah Willis welcomes the cream of
classical musicians and their chosen guests
into her kitchen salon to talk about music while
they prepare their favourite meal. In “Sarah’s
Prelude & Food”, the cooking is the catalyst
for a relaxed, conversational atmosphere with
musical flare and a personal touch. While recounting stories from their musical and creative lives, her guests peel onions, drink wine
and compare cooking techniques.

“Sarah´s

Prelude & Food” also relies on a
healthy dose of creative chaos where the cooking is spiced up with song and the playing of
instruments. Ever heard a cello played in oven
gloves..?
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The music ranges from Bach to heavy metal,
from Mozart to traditional bagpipes and from
belcanto to jazz. “Sarah’s Prelude & Food”
also has a kitchen-pianist-in-residence - Philip
Mayers - who adds to the charm of the evening with dry wit, sparkling accompaniment
and impressive bottle-opening skills.

Classical

music is a powerhouse of emotion
and reflects the fundamental issues in our
lives: joy, sorrow, despair, fear, passion, love.
In Sarah’s kitchen salon, we discover what
makes great artists tick, from where they draw
their creative energy and how they go about
their daily lives. And last but not at all least,
what they like to eat and drink.

Sarah

Willis´s guests in this first internet
series are, amongst others, soprano Anna
Prohaska, cellist Alban Gerhardt, conductor
Donald Runnicles, oboist Albrecht Mayer, actor
Christian Berkel, drummer Christoph Schneider
and tenor Massimo Giordano.
Online release: 31 May 2013 at
www.preludeandfood.com
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